A financial disaster of a movie
Comedic parody where the drama is exaggerated
Film with a large dramatic scope and production
A fictitious story about "the one that got away"
Animated style based on Japanese comic books
A comedy where humor comes from a serious topic
Having serious themes or conflict
Lots of scenes that require stunts & coordination
A low-budget, second tier film
"__ Verite" - Documentary style, no directorial control
A funny movie
A multipart film, usually shown one chapter a week
A movie with more than one sequel
The first movies were __
A comical version or mockery of another artist or work
Film continuing a story about previous characters
When everyone sings and dances
A love story - can be funny or serious
Gratuitously gory and violent "flick"
Movie advertisements in the theater
Set in the "Wild West" of late 19th c. America
__ Generated Imagery, or CGI, is the latest animation
Genre featuring dark, brooding characters, corruption
Drawn frame by frame to create the illusion of motion
Exaggerated but harmless violence
Westerns filmed in Italy are termed "__ Westerns"
A non-fiction narrative without actors
Film featuring Asian style hand to hand combat
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